
 

 

 



‘Crazy old lying lunatic in a bad wig..’
 
BY KYLE OLSON
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Bastion of free speech, Twitter is not.

Maxine Waters has been accusing critics of being Russian bots, and
apparently @TrueJackDaniel didn’t appreciate it.
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I was suspended. 
 for 7 days for this tweet 👇 I think that means @twitter 
acknowledges that @RepMaxineWaters is mentally handicapped 
pic.twitter.com/LwaEgKJpBq
6:32 AM - Mar 3, 2018

3 MarLochTheScot @LochTheScot
Maxine Waters slams ‘Validimore’ Putin, Kim Jong 
‘Oom’ — then questions Trump mental health! 
theamericanmirror.com/confusion-maxi… via 
@american_mirror
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@TrueJackDaniel
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“We’re not Russian bots, you retard,” he tweeted, which he says resulted in a
7 day suspension.

“Nobody believes a crazy old lying lunatic in a bad wig.”

Daniel was forced to delete the tweet. So much for Free Speech.

Last month, Waters spread lies on the social media platform by accusing
this website of being a bot.

The Disgrace of California — who faces stiff competition from Nancy Pelosi,
Kalama Harris, Jerry Brown and Barbara Lee — took to Twitter to accuse this
site, which has been cited by the Drudge Report, the Washington Post, Fox
News and many others, of being a bot.

198 157 people are talking about this

14 FebDebbie Brandt @DebbieBrandt1
Replying to @FiveRights
Maxine Waters GOP opponent raises more individual 
contributions: She ‘works for special interests, not voters’ 
theamericanmirror.com/maxine-waters-… … via 
@american_mirror#
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RT More smears & lies spread by #Trump supporters & bots @CNN 
@thedailybeast @MSNBC @VICE @MaxineWaters 
#ReclaimingOurTime #MaxineWaters. Here's the truth: 
abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireS… Help us fight back: 
maxinewatersforcongress.com
4:49 PM - Feb 15, 2018
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One Debbie Brandt tweeted a recent article from our website, highlighting
Waters’s opponent, Omar Navarro, has raised more individual contributions
than the multi-term California congresswoman.

Waters has raised more total funds, due to the large sums of special
interest PAC money she’s raked in.

She responded, claiming it was “More smears & lies spread by #Trump
supporters & bots.”

Twitter didn’t not force her to retract her lies.

California Rep. Waters not facing
corruption charges
Rep. Maxine Waters is not currently facing corruption charges in
Congress, despite the false claim of a story detailing allegations she
was cleared of eight years ago. The headline on an item...
abcnews.go.com
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